Light-Shining-Through-Walls experiments are the search experiments for weakly interacting slim particles (WISPs) with the smallest model dependence. They have the advantage that not only the detection, but also the production of the WISPs takes place in the laboratory and can thus be controlled. Using lasers is the preferred option for most of the mass region and has led to the world's most stringent laboratory limits (ALPS I) there. At CERN, OSQAR promises to surpass these and at DESY ALPS II is currently set up, which is planning to probe the axion-like particle to photon coupling down to |gaγ| 2 · 10
There are different prominent options looking for WISPs when employing g aγ :
• Haloscopes
• Helioscopes and
• Light-Shining-Through-Walls experiments.
Haloscopes like ADMX [14] in Washington and WISPDMX [15] in Hamburg look for dark matter WISPs, typically using a resonant microwave cavity. This has the advantage of being very sensitive so that even the QCD axion is in reach, but only in a very narrow mass region (see Figure 1 ). Also the results are theoretically dependent on cosmology and astrophysics. Helioscopes (like CAST [16] ) look for WISPs produced in the sun, thus their results only depend on astrophysics, but they are also less sensitive. As they are very broadband, their limits are the constraining factor in a wide mass region (see Figure 1) .
In contrast to Haloscopes and Helioscopes, in Light-Shining-Through-Walls (LSW [17] , see Figure 2 ) experiments the WISPs are produced (and detected) within the experiment. This has the distinct advantage that the theory dependence is kept at minimum and that the WISP production can be controlled and thus e.g. switched on and off. [18] : A strong light source is shone on an opaque wall. On the other side of the wall there is a sensitive light detector. In addition, magnets are required on both sides for ALP searches.
In general the probability for a conversion between axions and photons P γ↔a due to the Primakoff effect is described by
where BL is the magnetic length and g aγ the coupling strength.
Thus the signal rate in a LSW experimentṄ out is
therefore depending on the number of incoming photonsṄ in , the coupling strength, the magnetic length and the detection efficiency det . LSW experiments can be done for all wavelengths, in principle. One example, using microwaves, is the CROWS experiment [19] , having the advantage that operating low loss cavities is comparatively easy for microwaves. Microwaves do have the disadvantage though that their relatively low energy restricts the probed mass region.
In contrast, LSW experiments can be (and have been [20, 21] ) done using X-rays. In that case, high-mass regions can be investigated, but due to the impossibility of high-finesse cavities the number of photons and thus the sensitivity is rather limited.
Due to these reasons, LSW experiments in the visible/infrared with a laser as light source are the most common and several have been, are and will be performed (e.g. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 18] ), see also Figure 3 and the following Sections) since the suggestion of the principle [28, 29, 30] .
ALPS I
Figure 3: Exclusion limits (95% C.L.) or scalar axion-like-particles from the ALPS I [22] , BFRT [24] , BMV [23] , GammeV [25] and OSQAR ( [31] , see Section 4) LSW experiments as of 2010, taken from [22] .
The ALPS I experiment at DESY [22] was an LSW experiment at DESY from 2007 to 2010. It used an old HERA magnet of 5 T and about 1.2 kW of circulating laser power supplied by a laser power output of ≈ 4.6W of 512 nm green light and an optical resonator with a power build-up of about 300. The result of the data-taking in 2010 were the worldwide best laboratory limits (see Figure 3 ).
OSQAR
OSQAR [27, 31] is an experiment of the LSW type currently taking place at CERN. The setup can be seen in the left part of Figure 4 . At OSQAR an argon laser of 3-25 W and 488-514 nm is used in a 9 T transverse magnetic field of two LHC magnets over the unprecedented length of 2 × 14.3 m. For detection a CCD camera is used.
OSQAR was able to confirm the ALPS I limits [32] .
Further improvements are planned so that OS-QAR could in the near future probe even deeper g aγ regions and look at regions previously not covered by LSW experiments. 
ALPS II
The ALPS II experiment at DESY is the successor of ALPS I with the aim of increasing the sensitivity reaching down to the main region of the astrophysical ALP hints. Therefore, ALPS I is planned to be improved by three main factors:
• an additional regeneration cavity,
• an increase in magnetic length through usage of more magnets and
• a different detector system. These changes, as described in the TDR [18] , are supposed to lead to an increase in sensitivity to the coupling of a factor of about 3000 (see Table 1 ).
A simple scheme of the ALPS II setup is shown in Figure 5 . In addition to an increase of the power build-up of the production cavity in front of the wall, leading to an effective power of 150 kW, the regeneration cavity behind the wall is built to enhance the probability of WISP to photon reconversion probability by a factor of 40,000. The most important factor with regards to a gain in sensitivity is the magnetic length increase. For that the usage of 20 HERA magnets (10 in front of and 10 behind the wall) is planned. As the HERA magnets are bent, the effective aperture -when using a long string of magnets-would be very small, leading to clipping losses and limiting the power build-up. Thus a method was devised, successfully tested and recently further improved to straighten the HERA magnets.
In contrast to ALPS I, the light used in ALPS II is near-infrared (1064 nm), which leads to the necessity of a different detector system as the quantum efficiency of a CCD would be very low (see [33] ). Therefore, a Transition Edge Sensor (TES) detector system has been set up at the ALPS laboratory [34] . The system has been commissioned and calibrated with promising results, especially a low dark count rate, details see [35] .
The first stage of ALPS II (ALPS IIa, with two 10 m cavities and without magnets, thus searching only for hidden photons) is planned to start taking data in the end of 2014/beginning of 2015. The planned second-stage (ALPS IIb, two 100 m cavities, but without magnets) had to be cut due to budget constraints. The final ALPS II data-taking with the complete setup is scheduled for 2018. 
Conclusion and outlook
LSW in the optical regime is an important tool for (relatively) model-independent searches for the well-motivated WISP particles. ALPS I has set stringent laboratory-based limits and OSQAR will be able to improve them in the near future. ALPS II, which is currently being set-up, will be able to reach the interesting region(s) with regards to the astrophysical hints.
In addition, another LSW experiment with a laser, REAPR, has been proposed at Fermilab [36] , which is supposed to use a long string of Tevatron magnets and a production and a regeneration cavity similar to ALPS II. For REAPR a heterodyne signal detection scheme has been suggested. Looking at what would be possible to achieve with a LSW setup in the near future, the sensitivity could be increased by about a factor of 27 compared to ALPS II (see Table 2 ) through the use of better magnet (e.g. magnets as designed for the LHC upgrade) und further increasing the power build-up of the cavities. This sensitivity increase would then cover the complete region covered by the leading astrophysical hints. Thus such an LSW experiment would either discover WISPs there or rule them out as an explanation for these phenomena.
